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Adapting Jonson: Three twentieth-century Volpones 
 
A key to character names 
 
Volpone (1606) Wally Pone, King of 
Soho (1958) 
Foxy (1964) Sly Fox (1976) 
Volpone Wally Pone ‘Foxy’ Jim Fox Foxwell J. Sly 
Mosca Mossy White Doc Mosk Simon Able 
Voltore Mr. Victor Victor Buzzard Craven 
Corbaccio Mr. O. Corbligh Bedrock Crouch 
Corvino Sam Circle Shortcut Abner Truckle 
Celia Sally Celia (Pittman) Mrs. Truckle 
Bonario Binky Ben Crow The Captain 
Sir Politic Would-Be Sir Arnold 
Dagenham 
Lord Rottingham N/A 
Lady Would-Be Lady Dagenham Brandy (?) – a 
woman romantically 









Jonathan Bate’s statement that what he calls ‘the Shakespeare Effect’ has indisputably, over the 
course of literary history, been ‘greater than the Jonson Effect,’ offers a useful point of 
departure for considering the two authors’ influence and reception.2 As Bate maintains, the 
Jonson Effect has ‘waned’ since its eighteenth century peak,3 and this diminishing appeal was 
not entirely separable from the Shakespeare Effect: in Ian Donaldson’s words, ‘as Jonson’s 
proposition that Shakespeare was “not of an age, but for all time” became accepted, its author 
suffered an equal and contrasting fate,’ becoming ‘increasingly associated with and relegated to 
the age in which he lived, seen as its product, its chronicler, and ultimately its victim.’4 
Donaldson’s observation speaks to a widening gulf between the reactions of Jonson’s later 
spectators and his earliest audiences. As with all satirical drama, his plays made an open 
                                                 
1
 As will become clear, Brandy and Miss Fancy’s roles in their respective texts correspond only partially to the role 
originally played by Lady Would-Be.  
2
 The Genius of Shakespeare, new edn (Picador, 2008), pp. 322 
3
 Ibid. 
4“‘Not of an Age’: Jonson, Shakespeare, and the Verdicts of Posterity” in James E. Hirsch (ed.), New Perspectives 
on Ben Jonson (Farleigh Dickinson University Press, 1997), pp. 203–4. 
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commitment ‘To strip the ragged follies of the time / Naked, as at their birth’ (EMO, 
Induction, 15),
5
 but though plays which do this speak eloquently, viscerally and directly to a 
contemporary public, in 2018, we are no longer ‘here, in the Friars’ (1.1.17) as The Alchemist’s 
first auditors understood that area. As such, the hyper-topicality of Jonson’s satire has had to be 
downplayed or modified in contemporary performance. For instance, in the 2015 Royal 
Shakespeare Company production of Volpone, where Jonson’s Peregrine had commented 
‘Faith, Stone the fool is dead; / And they do lack a tavern fool extremely’ (2.1.53-4), adaptor 
Ranjit Bolt substituted a reference to the contemporary British comedian Russell Brand; one of 
Sir Politic’s political preoccupations became a scepticism over climate change — ‘your widely 
fabled warming of the globe’ — and Scoto of Mantua’s freewheeling monologue made 
reference to the then-current Eurozone financial crisis, with the mountebank promising to 
‘keep [a coin] for the Greeks.’ 
Shakespeare’s references are rarely adapted on this close verbal level. His demotic prose tends 
to be preserved even when it is abstruse or difficult to follow because, as Stephen Purcell has 
noted, ‘the whole Shakespearean canon has become distinctively “official”’: ‘even the comic 
sequences which would once have been identified with unofficial registers of speech have 
achieved official canonical status.’6 This status has made Shakespeare’s texts uniquely 
‘generative’: Edmondson and Holbrook pronounce him ‘Great creating Shakespeare,’ whose 
texts can inexhaustibly ‘be drawn upon’ to ‘inspire new creative endeavours.’ 7 Yet, unlike the 
image that later critics have constructed, Jonson’s body of works was far from ossified. As 
Donaldson puts it, ‘despite his protestations to the contrary, [Jonson] was not singular or 
                                                 
5
 All quotations from Jonson’s own texts refer to the respective editions in The Cambridge Edition of the Works 
of Ben Jonson Online.  
6
 Popular Shakespeare: Simulation and Subversion on the Modern Stage (Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), p. 77. 
7
 Paul Edmondson and Peter Holbrook, ‘Introduction,’ in Shakespeare’s Creative Legacies (Arden Shakespeare, 
2016), pp. 6-7 
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constant’ in his voice because ‘like Jeremy the butler or Captain Face,’ he ‘needed swiftly to 
adapt to changing circumstance.’8 He possessed the ‘natural instincts of the border dweller: the 
capacity above all … to shift ground while professing to have remained forever in the same 
spot.’9 To Creating Shakespeare, we might usefully therefore oppose Adapting Jonson. 
Assessing the history of Jonsonian adaptation, Nick Tanner notes that the Venetian magnifico 
and conman Volpone has proven himself a particularly ‘comfortable resident of the twentieth 
century’: a period in which the accumulative power of high finance came to seem increasingly 
detached from reality.
10
 Jonson’s 1606 verse comedy was the most performed of all early 
modern plays in the twentieth century, saving only those of Shakespeare, and the most 
frequently adapted. One landmark was the 1926 rewriting by Stefan Zweig, written in German 
for performance in Austria, and widely seen throughout Germany, then, in English and French 
translations, around the globe, which Mira Assaf and Richard Dutton call ‘the most influential’ 
of all adaptations of Jonson’s work.11 
Zweig streamlined the text by cutting both its ‘Jacobean esoterica … classical references and 
archaisms,’ and the sub-plot following the Would-bes and Peregrine: his ‘efficient trimming of 
[Jonson’s] plot, the replacement of verse with demotic prose, and the speeding up of the action 
to quasi-farcical pace’ have all appealed to modern audiences.12 Assaf and Dutton also identify 
‘a clear Marxist emphasis in the way that Zweig focuses on the redistribution of wealth rather 
than justice and punishment’: always a reluctant participant in the trickery, Zweig’s Mosca 
finally makes amends by sharing out the pair’s ill-gotten gains in a public feast. The socio-
                                                 
8
 Ben Jonson: A Life (Oxford University Press, 2011), p. 254 
9
 Ibid, p. 57. 
10
 ‘Twentieth- and twenty-first century adaptations of the plays of Ben Jonson,’ in The Cambridge Edition of the 
Works of Ben Jonson Online. 
http://universitypublishingonline.org/cambridge/benjonson/k/essays/stage_history_adaptations/1/.  
11
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economic consciousness of this version reintroduced Jonson’s satire on financial rapacity to 
twentieth century audiences three years before the Wall Street crash. A film of Zweig’s text, 
adapted by Jules Romains and directed by Maurice Tourneur, followed in 1939.   
In this chapter, I focus on three less familiar adaptations of Volpone which follow Zweig’s 
particularly twentieth-century interest in the intersection of financial scams and power. Firstly, I 
address how Lionel Bart’s musical Wally Pone, King of the Underworld (1958) sets out to 
create a Volpone tailored to its own time and place. Staged at the Unity Theatre, London, the 
first musical by the eventual composer of Oliver! takes place in 1950s Soho and ‘satirise[s] the 
fashionable coffee-bar culture which preceded the Swinging Sixties.’13 The second text – the 
musical Foxy, with lyrics by Johnny Mercer, music by Robert Emmett Dolan, and book by Ian 
McLellan Hunter and Ring Lardner, Jr – eschews direct contemporaneity, instead relocating 
Jonson’s narrative to a remote area experiencing an economic bubble at the height of the 1896 
Yukon Gold Rush. Its first scenes take place in a ‘trading post in Fortymile’ (1.1.1), a one-time 
‘boom-town … turning into a ghost town’ (1.1.1),14 before the action moves to Dawson City, 
where the production premiered at the Palace Grand Theatre in 1962: a revised Broadway run 
followed at the Ziegfeld Theatre in 1964, and it is this second, higher-profile version of the 
script to which my comments refer throughout. Lastly, Larry Gelbart’s Sly Fox — first staged in 
1976 at the Broadhurst Theatre, New York — is a farcical comedy, closely following Zweig’s 
model, which again stages the invalid trick among gold prospectors, this time in nineteenth-
century San Francisco.  Like the recent RSC production of Volpone, each of these adaptations 
understands that the minutiae of early modern London life which make Jonson’s texts most 
engaged with their own time of origin need to be cleared away to make their deeper structures 
                                                 
13
 Colin Chambers, The Story of Unity Theatre (Lawrence and Wishart, 1989) p. 351. 
14
 Script for Foxy. Box 19, Folders 5-6. M001. Johnny Mercer papers. Special Collections and Archives, Georgia 
State University Library, Atlanta, GA.  
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more intelligible to the time of writing. In this sense, they are all, in the terms of Linda 
Hutcheon’s theory of adaptation, de-localised. Each follows the pattern whereby ‘traveling 
stories adapt to local cultures,’ and there undergo ‘indigenization’ into a ‘useable form.’15  
Here I firstly discuss the elements of indigenization that fit the story to each new setting. While 
emphasizing local shibboleths of class and culture, these choices paradoxically bring out the 
timelessness of Jonson's satire on greed and its effects on individual and social morality. Next I 
explore the malleability of the partnership between Volpone and Mosca, a relationship which, 
in each case, impacts on the narrative’s conclusion. The new endings exhibit a reluctance to 
grapple with the brutality of Jonson's final scene, raising questions over how well the material of 
Volpone travels historically, and how his complex treatment of crime and morality can be 
accommodated in the modern world. Lastly, I consider what each adaptation does with Celia 
and Bonario through the lens of contemporary sexual politics: an aspect which reveals as much 
about the evolutions of twentieth-century culture as it does about Jonson's adaptability. Each 
version creates ambiguities which resonate with twentieth-century attitudes to crime and 
morality. These varied adaptors collectively refuse to unequivocally condemn their leads: 
though indulging as much as Jonson in the pleasures of the con, none quite approaches the 
brutality of Volpone’s ending. The moral weight of punishment remains largely absent, 
suggesting a particular twentieth-century unease with the disturbing severity which underpins 
Jonson’s comic art.  
 
Indigenization: ‘His Teddy boy’s clothes explain everything’ 
                                                 
15
 Linda Hutcheon with Siobhan O’Flynn, A Theory of Adaptation, second edn (Routledge, 2013), p. 177, p. 150, 
quoting Susan Stanford Friedman.  
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Many of the changes of time and place which concretise Jonson’s depiction of eternal avarice 
are essentially cosmetic, but as in Jonson’s London-set texts, and in Sir Politic’s free-flowing 
chatter in Volpone, precise toponyms convey a world of contemporary social meaning, 
providing the tools with which the characters think about and navigate their worlds. 
In 1958, Lionel Bart – then a young, cutting-edge pop lyricist – linked Jonson’s narrative of 
sleazy deals and criminal conning to the modern world outside the theatre, placing the script 
squarely in contemporary Soho. As Marc Napolitano notes, ‘Bart’s successes as a pop 
songwriter were largely the result of his understanding of his time period’: his first hit, ‘Oh for a 
Cup of Tea,’ ‘poke[d] fun at the postwar youth culture’s fixation on trendy coffee bars.’17 In 
Wally Pone, one character is indeed directed to a specific coffee house in Soho Square (59); 
Sam Circle (Corvino) compares Wally’s gaping mouth to ‘Blackwall Tunnel’; the script calls for 
‘a washboard skiffle routine’ (68); and when Lady Dagenham (Would-Be) mistakenly believes 
Perry Green to be her husband’s mistress’s bodyguard, his ‘Teddy boy’s clothes explain 
everything’ (70). An East End Jewish idiom is also woven in throughout: Wally has taught his 
‘Mossy boychik’ (29) to ‘pour the old shmultz into their earholes and send ‘em off to uncle’ 
(23), and asks for a ‘salt beef sandwich’ from the local deli (29). So though the Unity’s 
Goldington Street premises are a forty-minute walk from the play’s Soho setting, the 
contemporaneity of staging and audience mean that Wally Pone comes far closer than the later 
Foxy or Sly Fox to replicating the experience of recognition indicated by Jonson’s ‘here, in the 
Friars.’  
                                                 
16
 See, for instance, Eric Linklater’s 1954 The Mortimer Touch, or the 1999 film Shooting Fish, discussed in the 
following chapter. 
17
 Oliver!: A Dickensian Musical (Oxford University Press, 2014), p. 36. 
Despite — or perhaps because of — its strong engagement with its own moment, Wally Pone 
remains little known. Colin Chambers, in his archival history of the Unity Theatre, describes 
how Bart’s adaptation dispiritingly ‘played to practically empty houses for ten weeks,’ and after 
coming off it was rarely mentioned in the many biographical sketches accompanying the 
newspaper interviews which survive in Bart’s own extensive collection of press cuttings.18 The 
script itself was believed lost for almost sixty years, but was recently rediscovered (with only 
three early pages tantalisingly missing) by Bart’s archivist Brenda Evans — who informed me of 
her find following an email request for surviving production materials — in Bart’s papers in 
Pinner, London. 
 
                                                 
18
 Chambers, 351. 
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Poster for Wally Pone, King of Soho (1958). Lionel Bart Archive. 
One reviewer admired how Bart’s adaptation ‘span[ned] the centuries with ease,’ as Mosca 
becomes ‘Mossy White, beaming Teddy-boy,’ but nonetheless found the satire lacking in 
‘vitality,’ substituting ‘romping for robustness, with the result that Wally Pone is soft where 
Volpone is savage.’19 There is undoubtedly a certain geniality to Bart’s Cockney rendering of 
Volpone’s characters, of a piece with the author’s oft-stated ambition elsewhere to write a folk 
opera that would ‘do for Petticoat Lane what Gershwin did for Catfish Row in Porgy and 
Bess.’20 Evans, in conversation, described Oliver! as the eventual form taken by this  project, but 
its roots can be seen in Bart’s early script, not least when Mossy is offered a partnership in one 
of his gulls’ criminal enterprises with the proto-Artful Dodger line ‘whatever I’ve got — you 
share’ (29).21 
Bart’s opening number offers a cool, contemporary sleaze: ‘Coffeehouses / Skin-tight trousers / 
Sandals, and an / Atmosphere of gay abandon’ all add up to a youth culture setting that would 
‘shock Aunt Flo’ (1). In this sordid but enticing world of ‘drunken orgies ev’ry Friday,’ ‘bizarre 
types ... emerge from the corners’ (2), ‘girls clock off’ from their ‘outdoor work’ in the sex trade 
(32), and Mossy, pursued by the police, eats a pile of betting slips (41). Mossy and Wally’s 
wealth and status come from criminal sources familiar to 1950s London audiences, but 
whether their activities were intended to shock patrons of the avowedly Left-wing Unity Theatre 
into political action seems ambiguous. Bart’s characters can exhibit starting violence, but there 
is also a glamour to their graft.  
                                                 
19
 S. H. ‘’Wally Pone’ at Unity.’ The Stage, 24 July 1958, p.9 
20
 ‘Bart sings for his own sake.’ Picturegoer and Film Weekly, 16 Jan 1960. 
21
 Script for Wally Pone, King of Soho. The Lionel Bart Archive. Pinner, London. 
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Though the main characters and gulls seek wealth in an underground world which marks them 
as outsiders to the English class system, traditional class shibboleths remain a major focus of 
Bart’s updating. Here Lady Dagenham (Would-Be) is a celebrity seen in ‘all the papers’ (36-
7).
22
 An ‘ambassador of fashion’ (54) who organises ‘literary luncheons’ (57), she also has a 
modish interest in ‘the psychology of dreams’ (55), and overall seems to inhabit a particular 
cultural space which developed in the late 1950s and early 60s. George Melly’s retrospective 
description of the ‘Chelsea Set’ describes ‘posh totty’ being driven by Britain’s nascent rock 
stars ‘to low clubs in the East End’: David Cannadine has established how ‘individual patricians 
sometimes appear[ed] in the gossip columns’ because outlets like the Evening Standard’s 
‘London Last Night’ column paid one Chelsea Set member a £500 retainer.23  When Lady 
Dagenham, believing she will inherit Wally’s money, dreams that she might ‘put a roof on the 
stables and then we can put in a juke box’ (72), she identifies herself as part of this supposedly 
classless, bohemian world where one is always free for ‘a spot of painting in the afternoon’ (57) 
but where, with the ancestral halls decaying after ‘the formal end of high society,’ the cash-poor 
‘Duchess of Somerset does the cooking herself.’24  
Bart’s scorn for inherited wealth is made clear enough when the Lady’s entrance is preceded by 
Wally’s three henchmen performing ‘the old school song’ from Borstal (a British term for 
juvenile detention centres derived from a pioneering institution in the Kent village of the same 
name): the number praises ‘Jolly good burgling weather’ (55). Neither do any of Bart’s gulls 
share Lady Dagenham’s automatic claim to class status. As a kind of unwitting partnership in 
their shared aim, each enters singing one verse of the song ‘Money Maketh Man’: 
                                                 
22
 Bolt’s RSC adaptation presented the character in the same light — selfie-stick in hand.  
23
 Diana Melly, George Melly and Peter York. ‘London: The Swinging Sixties.’ The Independent, 30 Oct 2005. 
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/this-britain/london-the-swinging-sixties-323147.html; David Cannadine. 
The Decline and Fall of the British Aristocracy (Yale University Press, 1990), p. 692. 
24
 Cannadine, p. 689. 
VICTOR. Oh, I knew in my heart it would happen to me some day —  
That the bank manager would bow three times and say — 
Good morning, Mister Victor! 
How are you, Mister Victor? 
Attend to Mister Victor right away! (14) 
These lines are later repeated verbatim for ‘Mr. Circle’ later in the scene (26), who is furious 
when his wife shames him by publicly consorting with a ‘common tipster’ below their Park 
Lane apartment (43). But as Corbligh (Corbaccio) recognises, you can ‘Take a man with Family 
Tree, / And a degree through Eton,’ but ‘Sad is he in poverty / With nought to be elite on’ 
(22). In the England of 1958, class status is no longer sufficient without wealth to support it.  
The prospectors in Foxy (1964) are also drawn to Volpone’s money as a conduit to social 
recognition and ‘respectability’. In a song of that name, the three prospectors who will soon 
angle for Foxy’s wealth imagine that obtaining gold will lead to ‘Nevermore no double dealing / 
‘Less the need arises’ (1.1.7) Whereas ‘When depleted / You are treated / With cool civility,’ 
money allows for deferred payment, and attracts further largesse: ‘If you got it / You can get it 
… free!’ (1.1.8). In the absence of money and luxury, however, all Buzzard (Voltore) can offer 
Foxy is his own cabin to sleep in, moving himself into the freezing dog-shed outside.  
The narrative begins in a bare trading post, but after prospector ‘Foxy’ Jim Fox (Volpone) finds 
a profitable claim in the region, later scenes take place in the ‘just-built Dawson City,’ a locale 
lacking the sumptuous commodity markets of Venice. With ‘no fancy meat’ and no ‘single 
blessed luxury for sale’ (1.2.16), food and drink has to be brought in from elsewhere at great 
expense. A thousand-dollar bear carcass is sent for to provide ‘the fillet’ the invalid requests, 
along with a bottle of champagne worth ‘twenty acres of good farmland in Nova Scotia’ 
(1.4.42). Other gifts are equally indigenized: Shortcut promises to put his friend’s name on the 
map, buying up property to rename the frontier settlement Fox City (1.4.45), while Bedrock 
(Corbaccio) drunkenly signs over a gold mine which looks like the owner has ‘tunneled into J. 
P. Morgan’s basement’ (1.4.47), before his son has even arrived in town. Even Foxy’s faked 
death is announced as the prospector having ‘cashed in his nuggets’ (2.5.28).  
In this threadbare world, the English adventurer Lord Rottingham (a reduced version of the 
Would-Be material) serves the essential function of providing a useful disguise for Foxy 
(Volpone): Rottingham swaps clothes with the prospector, having been persuaded by his settler-
colonialist pretence that the Lord will need ‘camouflage’ because ‘Indians don’t like white men 
taking gold’ (1.6.66).25 But beyond this, he represents another world where wealth is not the 
domain of luck and struggle, but something inherited, stable and yet mobile. The enviable life 
of a late nineteenth-century English playboy abroad contrasts with the hardscrabble setting of 
Foxy far more starkly than Sir Pol’s London compares with Venice. Appearing in disguise as 
the English Lord, Foxy can evoke a glamour undreamt of by Jonson’s Sir Pol, presenting 
himself as a ‘bon vivant’ who orders a ‘Pimms cup. Number seven’ (1.7.70) in the frontier 
saloon and offers the cold, makeshift and isolated Dawson City a glimmer of ‘the life men 
dream about’ (1.7.70).  
Indigenizing features work similarly in the comparable gold rush setting of the 1976 Sly Fox, in 
mid-nineteenth-century San Francisco. Gelbart’s forty-niners, ‘pathetic fools … dumber’n their 
donkies,’ will plausibly ‘do anything for gold. Panhandler, miner, thief — they’ll beg, burrow or 
steal it. Each one burning with a fine, high fever’ (7). Foxwell J. Sly (Volpone)’s first aria to his 
                                                 
25
 It is perhaps worth noting here that, despite the main plot undergoing significant shifts in location and setting — 
and despite the fact that commentators from the days of Dryden and John Dennis onwards have critiqued and 
wished away the Would-Be sub-plot — each adaptation still seems to find an external male and female character 
dramaturgically useful.  
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possessions indicates how thoroughly the script inhabits its California setting: ‘Catch me sick 
with a new day dawning; the bay shimmering like diamonds, the hills as green as cash and the 
sun the colour of gold’ (7). The dreams gold can buy are also insistently local: Simon Able 
(Mosca) fantasises about standing a range of women of different ethnicities ‘Drinks on Able, all 
up and down, in every saloon and groggy on the Barbary coast,’ San Francisco’s nineteenth-
century red light district (8). Craven (Voltore) greets the receding horizon of Sly’s death with an 
exasperated reference to local flora: ‘My God, I’ve seen redwoods go quicker!’ (11), while Sly’s 
characterisation of his heir-expectant is physicalized in the terms of the prevailing local 
industry: ‘you could drill into Abner Truckle for a year and never strike decent’ (29).  
 
 ‘I think by proxy / For my friend Foxy’: The parasite psychologised 
 
The figure of the ‘parasite,’ though it has more recent analogues in the trope of the deferential 
yet wily butler (seen, for instance, in P. G. Wodehouse’s Jeeves and Wooster stories) might 
seem particularly time-bound to its early modern origins. The three twentieth-century 
adaptations wrestle with the role of Mosca in three quite different ways; each has also, to a 
lesser extent, reshaped Volpone as part of the overall reimagining of the pair’s relationship. All 
the adaptors move away from their shared source, which is silent on such matters, in seeking to 
identify — as Zweig did before them — what psychological and social factors would lead a 
person to willingly place themselves in such a subservient position, and to explore how willing 
such subservience might really be. Each adaptation, in its own way, makes explicit to audiences 
living under late capitalism the roles played by wealth and class in each partnership, and the 
bonds of debt and credit which underlie the power dynamics of Jonson’s original. 
In all three adaptations, wiliness is proudly separate from inherited status. The Soho-set Wally 
Pone renders its magnifico, as V. S. Naipaul noted, a definitively ‘self-made man (“I’m very 
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glad to say I wasn't born with wealth, I’ve done it all myself”).’26 As such, the rough-around-the-
edges Londoner-made-good is not a million miles away either from one of Lionel Bart’s most 
famous characters, Fagin, or indeed from Bart himself, whose trajectory as presented in 
interviews, from the ‘stalls of Petticoat Lane’ to owning a castle in Tangier and a ‘Kensington 
mews-flat with a large cream sporty Volkswagen outside the blue front door,’ is the stuff of rags-
to-riches legend.
27
 Indeed, at the height of his success, Bart seemed to present himself almost as 
an anti-Volpone: ‘A bowl containing £1,000 in notes rested on a mantelpiece in his Fulham 
palace, from which anyone in need could help themselves.’28 The writer of both pop and 
musical theatre hits who papers presented as having gone from ‘a nobody six years ago to the 
uncrowned King of Tin Pan Alley,’ thus had a particular investment in the King of Soho’s 
narrative of financial acquisition.
29
 
When we meet Wally and his three companions, Scarface Taff, Andy, and Kid Weinberg, the 
zanies, reimagined as henchmen rather than dependents, line up on the request of Mossy to 
sing a flattering song about ‘Jolly Wally Pone’ who, like Bart, has ‘Used his tile / And he’s 
made his pile / Fully on his own’ (9). Class is defiantly emphasised with reference to the 
shibboleths of British punctuation — ‘He don’t live in a palace / He calls a scon a scone’ — and 
the song presents him as physically active, ‘out / On his daily bout / In the danger zone’ (9). 
Mossy is first described merely as ‘a good friend’ (12), but nonetheless, like Gelbart’s Able, he 
commits his fraud as Wally ‘taught’ him (23). His understanding of social relationships in the 
London underworld is entirely venal. Accused by Binky (Bonario) of having ‘never had a job,’ 
he explains his curious way of life through a psychological sob-story: ‘I’ve been pushed into it, 
from childhood, brought up the hard way … I wasn’t born into money — so I’ve had to do dirty 
                                                 
26
 The New Statesman, 2 Aug 1958, p. 143. 
27
 Julian Holland. ‘An East Ender with the Noel Coward Touch.’ Evening News, 5 Jan 1960. 
28
 Dennis Barker. ‘Lionel Bart obituary: Fings ain’t wot they used t’be.’ The Guardian, 05 Apr 1999, p. 13). 
29
 ‘The Secret of Bart.’ Glasgow Record, 15 Mar 1960. 
jobs’ which involve ‘submerging my own personality’ (50-51). His survival is as much due to 
canny positioning as to his self-appointed status as ‘Mister Luck’ (74). 
Wally proposes they escape together, booking them both passage for Australia (82), but Mossy 
recognises the tide has turned and, on taking possession of his property, dismisses his former 
associate: ‘Boys, throw this character out’ (87). The act is premediated — he has, he reveals, 
already burnt Wally’s birth certificate — and the zanies also join in with his rejection, reprising 
their former hymn of praise with a mocking twist:  
Who’s the geezer we all despise? 
Rotten Wally Pone 
…  
Stingey old Wally,  
Wheel out a trolley,  
For lousy Wally Pone!! 
(67) 
Though Wally was, in Taff’s words, ‘buried like a gentleman … flowers and all the trimmings’ 
(88), in his feigned death he is in fact returned to the lowliest position of the underworld, 
magnanimously dismissed from his own house with the words ‘I don’t see any reason why there 
shouldn’t be a place for you somewhere in Soho’ (88). When Taff and ‘the boys remove 
Mossy’s dressing gown’ to reveal ‘an immaculate white suit,’ the former parasite is hailed as the 
new King of Soho, while ‘Wally is seen vaguely in the background trying to get recognition — in 
vain’ (90).  
In a Volpone repurposed for Bart’s world of sharp-elbowed Cockney connivance, all wealth 
and status other than that bound up in inherited titles is unstable and subject to rapid collapse. 
When Sally and Binky (Celia and Bonario), now coupled up, refuse Mossy’s invitation to take 
half of the inherited money — the closest Bart comes to Zweig’s redistribution — they insist on 
Binky’s pride in earning ‘his own living,’ not living ‘like a parasite’ (89). Mossy nonetheless slily 
informs the audience that this confirms they are watching a fable: ‘In real life they’d have took 
the money’ (90). Without a concluding court scene, however, there is no legal punishment: one 
rogue ascends to power as the other is trodden under, and in a Soho culture driven by celebrity 
— both mainstream and criminal, two species of fame which Bart presents as intrinsically 
interwoven — the Fox’s only, mortifying punishment is anonymity.  
Bart might present Volpone and Mosca as switching places, but the 1964 Gold Rush musical 
Foxy makes a yet more drastic alteration. Here, ‘Foxy’ Jim Fox is on the same level as his gulls, 
‘too poor to live’ (1.2.30), until, having stumbled upon a previously-unknown claim — ‘a yellow 
glint on the surface of the stream’ (1.1.6) — he invites his partners and ‘three best pals’ (1.1.2) to 
‘share the luck’ (1.1.4) of his findings. It is only when the trio betray him, abandoning him with 
his foot stuck in a bear-trap in order to catch a steamboat heading for his Klondike claim, that 
the faked illness plot is — as in Tourneur’s film — set in motion as an elaborate revenge: 
What about Jim? 
He trusted you — but you welched on him 
Friends, it’s when you grow wise. 
(Foxy, 1.2.31)  
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When Mosca enters the narrative, he is an already-established confidence artist, Doc Mosk, 
who arrives in ‘citified clothes’ (1.1.9) at the far-flung outpost of Fortymile just in time to see 
Foxy’s humiliation. Doc presents himself in the opening song as a ‘rowdy sort of rapscallion’ 
who ‘think[s] by proxy / For my friend Foxy,’ a man whose ‘limited mind / Is kind / But rather 
cloudy.’ The power relationship between the pair is therefore radically different. Foxy is in Doc 
Mosk’s debt: in a role reversal from Zweig’s paradigm, here the Mosca figure saves Volpone at 
his lowest ebb.  
When Foxy reveals he has been ‘double-crossed by [his] three closest pals,’ and would like to 
‘crush their heads, like eggs’ (1.1.11), it is Doc who, ‘Machiavellian and multifarious,’ proposes 
devising ‘many, many ways to make them pay’ (1.1.12). Noting that ‘we’ll have to operate 
illicitly,’ Doc even asks ‘you understand my language?’ (1.1.12; my emphasis): he undertakes 
‘to teach [Foxy] the technique of revenge’ (2.5.28), on the condition that he agrees in advance 
to ‘give [him] half’ (1.1.15). Doc thus manages the con from the outset, arranging for the 
ostensibly newly-rich Foxy to buy his partners a round of conciliatory drinks before slipping 
into a feigned palsy so drastic it requires a will to be drawn up before their eyes.  
The pair go on to perform many scenes of meticulous comic choreography, including a rapid-
fire exchange of lead sacks with a single bag of real gold, which bring a Chaplinesque physical 
slapstick to this Gold Rush Volpone. Doc’s ‘citified’ understanding of money differs from 
Foxy’s hopeful, practical digging for gold: he orchestrates a single grand financial plan to use 
shares in Bedrock’s mine ‘to acquire Shortcut’s options’ and eventually ‘make a cool million’ 
(1.6.64). As well as dictating their schemes for acquiring riches, he often takes physical 
command of a situation, ‘shov[ing]’ Foxy ‘down’ when he becomes too active in his sickbed 
(1.4.48). Doc even takes on the role of lawyer in the court scene, where the gold prospector 
Buzzard (Voltore) is merely another largely passive pawn.  
Still, this canny Mosca is unable to suppress his Volpone’s baser instincts: his scheme collapses 
when Foxy ‘bounds out of his chair’ and scrambles ‘almost to the top of’ the proscenium arch 
to escape Ben (Bonario)’s physical assault in court (2.4.25). But a final series of twists sideline 
the economic ties between the two men, and instead the play concludes in a style closer to 
Shakespearean inclusiveness. Rather than putting Doc in his will, Foxy makes it out to all three 
men to ‘restore [the] lost idea of friendship,’ an apparent act of forgiveness for the partners who 
‘allowed gold to turn them into petty, greed-ridden, self-righteous thieves’ (2.6.33). There is, of 
course, no gold in the chest, but instead the bear-trap from the opening sequence, in which the 
men who abandoned him now find themselves caught. In their outrage, they declare all of the 
lies that led them to this point in the hearing of Inspector Stirling.  
But though all seems lost, the casualness of small town justice means that the trio’s misdeeds 
are easily rectified and forgiven. Exiled from town, Foxy and his victims simply patch things up 
between them — ‘What do you say … partners? Let’s hit the trail!’ — and, endlessly optimistic, 
embark on another quest as a foursome for ‘them golden nuggets … lying right there ... 
gleaming in the midnight sun’ (2.6.40). Once Doc is dispatched — not to jail, but to a marriage 
which saves him from accusations of vagrancy — the blame is placed firmly at his door (‘The 
things you thought up — we all could be dead of’ (2.6.41)). Returned to their previous state of 
scrappy poverty, the protagonist and his companions resemble less the cast of Volpone than 
that of Guys and Dolls: a group of barely-reformed rogues strut into the optimistic North 
American sunshine with the merest sliver of intent to ‘change [their] ways tomorrow.’30 
Larry Gelbart’s 1976 Sly Fox returns Mosca to his subservient position, but here there is little 
hope of the servant stepping into the master’s shoes. In Gelbart’s nineteenth-century San 
Francisco, Simon Able works for Foxwell J. Sly because he has ‘buried [him]self in debt’ (8). 
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Having been rescued from debtors’ prison by Sly, his creditor, Able becomes a servant-
apprentice — or, in The Captain (Bonario)’s terms, ‘an indentured slave’ (43). He is as 
implicated in the San Francisco financial system, and seems as keen on the con, as is his 
master, who announces: ‘all that I have, I have gained by wit’ (7). Though Tourneur’s film also 
has the pair meet in prison, in that version Volpone is a debtor; Gelbart instead heightens Sly’s 
control of the situation from the outset. Able’s dependent status and financial precarity guides 
his decisions, as when asked to help Sly meet Mrs. Truckle (Celia):  
ABLE. You’d have more luck seducing a statue. There is no way it can be 
done. 
SLY. (Temptingly.) We spoke earlier of reducing your debt. 
ABLE. (Ears up.) We did. […] 
SLY. I thought, if you could arrange a meeting, I’d return, say one hundred 
dollars worth of your I.O.U.’s. (27-8) 
As Sly teaches Able to ‘play people, not poker’ (17), their pedagogical relationship verges on 
the fatherly: ‘You drink with me; rob, cheat, whore with me. You are the son I never had’ (18). 
The family tie heightens Able’s betrayal, but his precarious position informs an appeal made 
directly to the audience’s waning sympathy: 
Any amusement [the gulls have] given me is giving way to fear. Jail today, the 
docket. If the stakes are going to be raised this high, it’s time I had more say in 
the game. The longer I play it this way, the longer I’m in danger. (72) 
Fear that the pair are ‘pressing [their] luck’ (75) by pursuing another scam drives Able to look 
to his own future. The offer he eventually makes, to ‘Give back all [Sly] stole’ (83) at a feast for 
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his victims, is not, as in Zweig, a Marxist redistribution, but a lie to delay the gulls so that the 
‘out-foxed’ (86) Sly can make an escape, leaving behind his money. Sly seems ‘grandly’ and 
magnanimously to accept the final ‘triumph’ (86) of his symbolic ‘son,’ but this is another 
double-cross; Sly has predicted the turn, and emptied the chests of treasure already. In this 
Volpone written on the cusp of the ‘greed is good’ culture of 1980s Wall Street, Sly absconds 
to luxury while the parasite’s financial situation is ultimately left ambiguous. Able ends the play 
unpunished and freed from debt — a massive improvement on the fate of Jonson’s Mosca — 
but his ignorance of Sly’s final trick leaves him poorer than his two counterparts. 
Indeed, fears of poverty rather than punishment seem to drive the final choices of both Bart’s 
and Gelbart’s Mosca figures: beyond the spectre of debtor’s prison the judicial system never 
appears capable of inspiring genuine fear. Like Jonson’s Mosca, these two make their betrayals 
when they believe their own financial position to be secure: the difference is that no real harm 
comes from doing so, either for them or their Volpones. The same is true for Doc, and for the 
group of prospectors, who easily escape any real repercussions in Foxy’s optimistic ending. 
While the satirical hijinks of Jonson’s Venetian comedy transfer comfortably into twentieth-
century settings, therefore, the background of brutal state-sanctioned punishment against which 
they are enacted does not travel with them. Modern adaptors give their audiences a form of 
Jonson’s laughter, without the sound of the slamming jail door which constitutes the story’s 
famously ambiguous conclusion. 
 
‘Play me, like a harp!’: Sexualised Celias 
The question of appropriate punishment for Volpone’s behaviour is particularly pertinent to 
the uses twentieth-century authors make of the plotline around Celia. Though emphases shift 
over time, however, there is nothing straightforwardly progressive about the development of 
this material. Surprisingly, the 1958 and 1964 musicals Wally Pone and Foxy allow their largest 
female character a more dynamic, active and desiring role than the unworldly and religious, yet 
still objectified, Celia of the 1976 Sly Fox. The historicizing fictions of the latter’s 19th-century 
setting might mask the more profound way in which this figure bespeaks a sexual revolution 
which had removed taboos around sexual behaviour while leaving patriarchal structures largely 
intact.  
Both Wally Pone and Sly Fox offer Celia, as Samuel Taylor Coleridge suggested she should 
have, a ‘lover’ to escape with in the form of Bonario.31 In Bart’s musical, Sally (Celia) is 
explicitly engaged in extramarital sex: introduced as ‘Sammy Circle’s mistress’ (31), she even 
shocks the court by announcing openly that she and Sammy ‘didn’t feel like bothering to get 
married,’ but that now ‘I wanna get married to Binky’ (Bonario) (80). When Wally appears 
beneath her window, disguised not as Scoto of Mantua but ‘Emperor Jackson,’ wearing a 
costume reminiscent of the then-famous British-Caribbean horse tipster ‘Prince Monolulu’ 
(39), Binky is also present. The handkerchief she throws is in fact intended for the latter, whom 
she later dreams of as ‘my lover-boy,’ addressing him in an openly erotic song. 
Sam, a part-time pimp, first proposes to offer Wally one of the ‘girls off the street,’ but when a 
fear strikes him that such a girl might pip him to the financial post, believing in Mossy’s terms 
that ‘they’ve copped hold of a sugar daddy’ (47), resolves to offer Sally instead. In this scene, 
Bart explores the confusions of mid-century misogyny: having earlier threatened to put Sally 
‘on the streets with the other girls’ (44), then to beat her ‘black and blue’ for refusing Wally 
(63), this threatening figure paternalistically holds back from calling her a vulgar name: ‘I just 
can’t say it in front of a lady’ (64). But when Binky arrives to head off the assault, this Celia in a 
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violent man’s world is more than capable of violence herself, breaking a bottle on Wally and 
Mossy’s heads before she makes her escape (66). 
Celia in Foxy, who retains her original name, also exhibits a canny pragmatism, an awareness of 
the value of money and its relationship to the female body under patriarchy. She is still linked 
to church going, but in a frontier context where women pursue their own hustles with the sex-
starved bar customers. In the 1964 musical, she appears as the orphaned daughter of ‘Preacher 
Pittman that got to praying on the Yukon trail, and froze on his knees’ (1.2.19), and puts the 
‘commodity rare’ of her virginity (1.2.22) up for sale to the highest bidder. Doc steps in as 
auctioneer, declaring her ‘literally worth her weight in gold’ (1.2.20) and handing her over to 
Shortcut (Corvino) only once he has physically placed a sack on the scales to prove he can 
match the value. 
So, rather than being the distant observer of Celia’s beauty like Jonson’s Mosca, Doc is directly 
involved with her fortunes from the beginning. And with marriage, and thus consummation, 
delayed until a new minister arrives ‘when the ice melts … in the spring’ (1.2.24), there is an 
additional psychological motive behind Shortcut’s desire to keep his bride away from other 
men. But when Ben Crow (Bonario) arrives, fresh from Dartmouth College, he catches her eye 
as ‘the only well-dressed, well-groomed and generally Ivy League-looking young man she has 
ever seen in her life’ (1.5.58). They kiss at their first meeting, and are thus more strongly 
romantically connected here than in any other versions. Their relationship puts love back into 
the play Zweig adapted as a ‘loveless comedy,’ and which readers since Coleridge have 
critiqued for not allowing Celia’s plot to culminate in romantic happiness. 
Doc promises an old flame, Brandy, that he will help ‘rescue Celia’ (1.7.69) from the unwanted 
marriage given that he got her into this position, but his plan involves passing her on to Foxy 
himself in his Lord Rottingham disguise. Doc’s indecent proposal is made on the wedding 
night, heightening its stakes even further: Shortcut is told that pursuing the ‘cosy, domestic 
evening’ he has planned, rather than surrendering his bride to Foxy, will ‘only cost you a 
million dollars’ in lost inheritance (2.2.5). Unbeknownst to Shortcut, making this bargain will 
also leave him open to an annulment due to non-consummation, freeing Celia for the marriage 
she in fact desires (Ben is already watching from beneath the window). With Foxy ‘in the throes 
of an upsurge’ (2.1.2), Shortcut agrees in the hope that sex might kill him: ‘Who are we to deny 
a man his dying wish?’ (2.2.3).  
Similar logic, as well as a specific reference to dying in ‘midstream,’ also appears in Sly Fox, but 
Sly’s and Foxy’s responses are, of course, far from moribund.32 Celia’s rejection when Foxy 
chases her around with ‘arms poised like a wrestler’s’ (2.3.13) prompts a vicious laugh line — ‘I 
don't mind a little maidenly resistance, but you don’t have to turn this into a track meet’ 
(2.3.14) — but this less naïve figure soon takes control of the situation, playing up her own 
sexuality in order to help the man she is truly attracted to get his inheritance back. She asks in 
‘a provocative manner’ for ‘A little old mine, for little old me’ (2.3.15) and even offers herself 
to Foxy physically, unbuttoning her blouse and shouting ‘Play me, like a harp!’ (2.3.16). Her 
assertion of agency further destabilises the trial scene — ‘I was overpowering him’ (2.4.23) — 
and in a concluding song she emphasises, like Bart’s Sally, how little store she places on 
traditional sexual morality, noting that ‘soon — God willing — I won’t have a shred of’ her 
unwanted virginity (2.6.39). Ultimately, when the overall deception is revealed, the town’s 
justice system, in the form of Inspector Stirling, seems to find the confusion over who was 
pursuing whom a meaningless distinction, and Foxy’s initial rape attempt goes totally 
unmentioned.  
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By the time of Gelbart’s adaptation, a comic dismissal of women’s trauma is seen to totally 
permeate the legal system. Throughout Sly Fox, a series of sexualised jokes at women’s 
expense, from Sly’s fantasy of being at both Crouch (Corbaccio) and Craven’s funerals, ‘one 
hand up the minister’s wife skirt’ (18), to a sleazy closing reminiscence about a past encounter 
with ‘identical twins … Except for the mole’ (86), are not presented as material for our satirical 
judgement. The tyrannical rage of Truckle (Corvino) is satirically exaggerated, but also given a 
psychological motivation which, though ludicrous, is still explicatory of his actions: ‘My father 
trusted my mother. Till she came home from the blacksmith’s with nails in her hair’ (31). In 
this context, it is unsurprising that Gelbart has the trial open with the city’s megalomaniacal 
Judge Bastardson (‘By the power of God invested directly in me’) cracking a rape joke: ‘All the 
way back to the biblical times of yore, rape has been one of the most heinous offences known 
to man. And it can be pretty rough on women, too’ (58-9). The judge ‘disapproves’ of the 
ensuing laughter – but only after the fact.  
There is comparable banter from Inspector Stirling in Foxy’s trial scene, and the police in 
Wally Pone are also ineffective and degrading: in a Gilbert and Sullivan-style jig which has little 
to do with the main action, one gives a sex worker a ‘cursory inspection,’ after which ‘Saying 
nothing — I continued on my beat’ (34). But there is nothing in either of these versions quite as 
startling as the aftermath of the attempted assault in Sly Fox, where the slavering police chief 
invents his own pornographic account of the events:  
THE CHIEF. Rape is a very serious charge ma’am. I’ll want to know all the 
details […] your body tumbling over his, your hot cheeks on fire — 
MRS TRUCKLE. I never did that! 
THE CHIEF. (Eagerly). Would you like to? (51) 
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Mrs. Truckle’s revelation the fact that she touched Sly under his nightgown, ‘flesh on flesh,’ 
sends the Chief into a frenzied and, in real-world terms, deeply retraumatizing response: ‘He 
flies at MRS. TRUCKLE, tearing at her clothes’ (63). Gelbart’s one-liners and his farcical 
escalation of the situation speak to his work for the TV sitcom M*A*S*H, and his consistent 
chop-logic creates an absurd verbal comedy where the slipperiness of language — ‘I didn’t lie! 
No! I’m just telling two different truths!’ — makes it well suited to our current age of ‘alternative 
facts’ (81). But the pervasiveness of sexualising jokes against women, coupled with the total lack 
of eventual punishment for either Sly’s or the Chief’s attempted sexual crimes, make for 
another, less conscious but no less potent, form of indigenization: not to Gold Rush San 
Francisco, but to the sexual politics of the 1970s.  
 
Comic Conclusions 
Though in Jonson the malefactors are punished explicitly for their financial rather than their 
sexual crimes, the fact that Volpone’s criminal figures face any justice at all is one area in which 
Jonson’s original might reveal itself in greater sympathy with the victims’ suffering than shown 
by its modern successors. None of the Volpone and Mosca figures under consideration in 
these three twentieth-century iterations of the narrative undergo any kind of legal punishment. 
That Able loses his share of the money and Wally Pone his gangland status are the closest 
these post-Zweig productions come to visiting justice upon either character for their misdeeds.  
That most twentieth-century Moscas and Volpones get off scot-free is in some ways puzzling. 
Zweig’s 1926 version reminds us that the century saw multiple political movements against the 
exploitative rich. On the other hand, seen purely through the lens of their ‘cunning purchase’ 
(Volpone, 1.1.30), these self-made magnificos are perhaps little different from the wide-boys 
and hucksters familiar in many twentieth-century depictions of blue-collar criminal activity, 
from the BBC TV comedy Only Fools and Horses (1981-2003) to the tabloid depiction of 
Great Train Robber Ronnie Biggs. And this, I would argue, is the ‘Jonsonian’ element most 
pervasive in the contemporary sitcom landscape: the wily rogue who gets away with his crimes.  
Complex schemes cooked up by conniving figures to gain economic, social or sexual rewards at 
the expense of others form the backbone, for instance, of FX Networks’s It’s Always Sunny 
in Philadelphia (2005—). Episode after episode sees the four main characters, a loose grouping 
of family and friends who run a dive bar in the titular American city, engaging in amoral and 
criminal schemes in pursuit of their own pleasure and advancement. In one episode with a 
particularly Jonsonian title, ‘The Gang Exploits A Miracle’ by charging patrons of their bar to 
visit a water stain which they present as a manifestation of the Virgin Mary. Each of the gang’s 
plans escalate in ambition and perversity to the point of eventual failure and collapse, though — 
as for Face in The Alchemist — not without gains, and to no lasting consequence. Scenes in 
which the fraudsters turn on and betray each other, as happens in Volpone and The Alchemist, 
are also peppered throughout the series. But though the satire is cutting, the punishment 
(outside of the viewer’s judgement) rarely fits the crime: the gang’s escapes from justice once 
again recall one reviewer’s description of Volpone as an exploration of ‘all the frightful deeds a 
sufficiently wilful man can get away with.’33 
And yet, in Volpone — unlike the later ‘Jonsonian’ works which follow in its wake — the gang 
does not get away with it. This is its distinctive difference from Jonson’s other best-known 
comedy, The Alchemist: so why do twentieth-century adaptors seem so concerned with eliding 
punitive justice — also a feature of the early humours plays, though there exacted without the 
force of state sanction — in their versions of Jonsonian comedy? Were audiences of the 1950s, 
60s and 70s expected to find such ethical rigour unpalatable in a modern setting? Or had these 
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works’ adaptors come to see Jonson, fundamentally, as a playwright who celebrates vice as 
much as he punishes it, and/or whose use of moralising punishment – even in the extremities 
of Volpone – is merely another twist in the comic games of wit and cunning? 
These three adaptations are, of course, far from the only twentieth-century stage-plays in which 
neither the state nor a religious higher power enacts any kind of morally appropriate 
punishment for an antihero’s bad behaviour. But if Jonson is, as F. H. Mares concludes, ‘a 
moralist and a voluntarist,’ emphasising the need to discipline the will as ‘the organ of moral 
choice,’ it cannot be entirely ignored that these versions mostly downgrade Volpone’s severe 
denouement to the Face-saving slap on the wrist that ends The Alchemist, where the conman, 




This is particularly significant given that, in all three adaptations, the central duo’s overlooked 
crimes remain not only financial, but sexual. The past few years have emphasised how for 
much of history, up to and including the recent decades in which these texts were written, 
powerful men have suffered few legal or professional consequences for their sexual 
transgressions. Gelbart’s rape jokes and Celia’s role reversal as a pragmatic pursuer in Foxy 
both serve similar narrative functions, diluting the focus on the horror of Volpone’s actions. 
Revisiting these texts in the wake of the #MeToo movement, it is notable that the adaptors 
behind each version have produced a twentieth-century Jonsonian comedy in which financial 
fraud leads to no real consequences, and in which attempted sexual assault is magnanimously 
forgiven or ignored.  
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We might, as Jonsonians, productively consider how this absence of judgement came to 
replace the firmer moral stance of Jonson’s original in these now little-known adaptations of his 
work. While Jonson’s witty satire of vice and folly has continued to appeal to theatre-makers 
under the conditions of late capitalism, its distance from our own time might be seen in these 
adaptors’ refusal to endorse the level of punishment Volpone deems appropriate for its 
characters’ malefactions; the stakes have been lowered as the comedy of exploitation becomes, 
against the backdrop of changing attitudes to wealth and sex, increasingly detached from the 
moral seriousness of Jonson’s courtroom conclusion. Looking back over the twentieth century, 
perhaps some of its ambiguous attitudes to rapacious financial exploitation and coercive sexual 
predation alike might be glimpsed in the fact that Jonson’s fiercely punitive response to both in 
the adapted text –Volpone – had, like Stone the fool and Spinola’s whale, apparently been 
‘relegated to the age in which he lived.’35  
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